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 Testimonial Video
 Authenticity is key in testimonial videos. We help you share genuine experiences from real people that build trust and credibility for your brand.
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 Training Video
 We design effective training videos that ensure clear communication, promote understanding, and improve skill development across your organization
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 Educational Video
 Our team crafts engaging educational videos that simplify complex concepts and promote learning in an entertaining manner
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 Real Estate Video
 We produce high-quality real estate videos that showcase property highlights, capturing the imagination of potential buyers and accelerating sales
 

 
 

 Affordable
 We want to make videos accessible to all business. Starting at $1,000 per video, we are
        Melbourne's most affordable video agency.


 

 Hassle-Free
 From beginning to end, we ensure that everything is overly communicated and the process
        simple and straightforward.


 

 Fast
 Get your first draft in one week! No need to wait for long editing times.
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          Melbourne's most Scalable and Attainable Videos 
 
 
   Engage Your Audience, Improve Productivity and Increase Conversions. Get In Touch with Vimi for Scalable, Affordable and Effective Marketing Videos.

        Get Estimate 
 
    
   
 3-5 times more affordable
 
      
    1500+
 Video Projects

 100+
 Clients

 
     
 
 Premium videos done fast
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     Why Choose Vimi
  When it comes to transforming your ideas into captivating visual narratives, here's why Vimi stands above the rest 
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 Pay 3x Less
 Quality videos shouldn't cost a fortune. With Vimi, you get end-to-end video services and pay 3x less than other agencies in Melbourne.
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 Local Storytellers
 As a Melbourne-based company, we know the local vibe and can create relatable videos that speak directly to your audience
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 Half The Turnaround
 We value your time. Our team delivers high-quality videos within a week (Faster than 80% of agencies in Australia), so you can start sharing your customer's stories without delay.


 
  

 

 
      Explore our Video Services
  At Vimi, we offer a diverse range of video production services tailored to your unique storytelling needs. Here's a snapshot of what we bring to the table 
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 Testimonial Video
 Authenticity is key in testimonial videos. We help you share genuine experiences from real people that build trust and credibility for your brand.
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 Educational Video
 Our team crafts engaging educational videos that simplify complex concepts and promote learning in an entertaining manner.
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 Training Video
 We design effective training videos that ensure clear communication, promote understanding, and improve skill development across your organization.
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 Real Estate Video
 We produce high-quality real estate videos that showcase property highlights, capturing the imagination of potential buyers and accelerating sales.

 

 
 
 
     Client Success Stories
  Discover the transformative power of our videos through the experiences of our valued clients. Their success is our greatest testimony 
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 One of the most hard working, dedicated bunch that I’ve worked with. Will go the extra mile to prioritise their clients’ need. Great listeners and proactive in providing social media and video solutions too. Recommended.
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 Alvin Hermanto
 Principal of Relab Studios and Relab Academy 
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 We were able to create an extra video, so not just the testimonial but also a content piece highlighting our scholarships that were available which we sort of think we weren’t able to do but because of Vimi’s flexibility and affordability that extra content piece that we will not otherwise be able to achieve
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 Emma Gallagher
 Marketing Partnerships Manager at SEDA Group 
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 Love Vimi. Easy, fast and great finished product. And did I mention cheap? Who says you can’t have it all…
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 Jimmy Smart
 Founder of Giveback 
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 They are a team of young and driven professionals, who are committed exceptional service and value for their clients. Their creative content and willingness to work in with our organisation to enhance our exposure has gone a long way. We would have no hesitation in recommending them to anyone or any company in the market looking for quality content
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 George Passas
 CEO of Pascon 
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 A pleasure to work worth, exceptional customer experience and amazing video contact. Couldn’t recommend any more highly
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 Gerard Holland
 CEO of Internmatch 
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 They are a team of young and driven professionals, who are committed exceptional service and value for their clients. Their creative content and willingness to work in with our organisation to enhance our exposure has gone a long way. We would have no hesitation in recommending them to anyone or any company in the market looking for quality content
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 Paul Breen
 Founder and Chairman of Calendar Club ANZ 
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 Daniel provided an easy to use service coupled with fantastic communication throughout the entire process. He was incredibly helpful and patient with all requests, and the final product was exactly what we has hoped for. Thanks again!
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 Rosie Jarvis-Lemm
 Sales & Marketing Coordinator at Trellis Technologies 
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 We have utilised Vimi’s services and MVP to produce a testimonial video for one of our products. We found the experience to be seamless, the team responsive, and provided at a reasonable price. So much so we are now able to look at additional marketing videos that we thought were previously going to be too expensive for our budget.
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 Rachel Kidwell
 Founder of TCPinpoint 
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 We worked with Vimi to create 2 testimonial videos. The process from story boarding to filming, editing and final reviews was exceptional. We’re looking forward to working with them to create more videos to support our organisation!
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 Richard Kwan
 CEO of Kiratech 
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  Showcasing Our Creative Excellence
  Discover the magic of our videos in action. Our portfolio highlights the range, versatility, and impact of our work across various sectors and video types. From brand narratives and promotional videos to training modules and real estate tours, our portfolio is a testament to our commitment to excellence and client satisfaction 
         Get Estimate 
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     Frequently Asked Questions
  Have questions about our services, process, or video production in general? We've compiled answers to some of the most commonly asked questions. If you don't find what you're looking for, feel free to reach out to us directly 
 
 How does this work?   
 We operate like how a Video Agency would operate except we are a lot more affordable and use our own platform to manage the work flow from brief creation to the final delivery of your video. Make sure to book in a call to learn more.

 

 What is Vimi?   
 We used to run a video marketing agency for 5 years in Melbourne, have served hundreds of clients and produced over thousands of video content. When the Covid-19 pandemic hit, we realised we had to change in order to continue serving our clients. We did that through radically lowering our prices and making the work flow easier for both parties through our very own management platform.

 

 Can you do edit-only projects?   
 Yes! We absolutely can. Contact us to find out more about how this would work for you.

 

  
  How much do your videos cost?   
 Our videos typically range between $1000 and $1400 per video and that includes a videographer, lighting, 2 cameras and audio.

 

 How fast can I expect my videos?   
 You can expect the first draft within a week of filming.

 

 How many rounds of revision do I have?   
 Each standard video production comes with 2 rounds of revision. You can request for extra rounds for a small fee.

 

  
  
     

 
 Start Your Video Project with Vimi!
 Your brand deserves a video that captivates, engages, and inspires. At Vimi, we're passionate about transforming your ideas into compelling visual narratives. If you're ready to take the leap, we're here to guide you every step of the way. Let's create something extraordinary together.
        Get Estimate 
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